
 
SHOW WHAT YOU KNOW – VIETNAM WAR 

You will be creating a final project related to the Vietnam War. The project will be developed using Destiny Collections as well 
as presented to the class using Destiny Collections. (Ms. Howden will explain ) This project requires you to effectively and 
responsibly use technology, collaborate with others, analyze and evaluate content, and effectively communicate your findings 
both within Collections (through selection and description of artifacts) and during your verbal presentation. 

You will work as teams of 5 to collect, vet, and present your findings – this is a collaborative activity that requires equal 
amounts of effort from each team member. This project will be worth 200 points (breakdown below) and your team topic will 
be chosen randomly to ensure fair distribution of topics.  The categories are: 

1. US Protests 

2. Propaganda/Media 

3. US Leaders – choose ONE of either: a president during the war, general, or other significant leader for your research 

4. Soldier Experience 

5. Vietnamese Resistance – your group should focus on ONE area such as children, Buddhist monks, women, etc. 

Each member of the team MUST contribute 4 artifacts to the team Collection.  The artifacts must directly relate to your topic 
and consist of each of the following: 

1 video clip ______ 

1 political cartoon ______ 

1 website/article ______ 

1 song ______ 

For each artifact you contribute, you MUST include why you chose that artifact and its relevance to your topic in the 
“description” area of Destiny Collections in order to receive points for your participation in the development of the team 
Collection.  By the end of the first research day, your team Collection should consist of 20 items (4 from each of the 5 team 
members). 

During the second day, each team will access their own Collection and collaborate to determine the TOP 4 artifacts from each 
of the categories (1 video, 1 political cartoon, 1 website/article, 1 song) they will present to the class. 

On presentation day, each person must verbally share aspects of their final Collection.  It’s up to your team to decide how each 
person will have EQUAL time discussing/sharing your Collection with the class.  Hint: You should be familiar with every artifact 
in the Collection in order to speak knowledgably about your team topic. 

POINTS 

         120 Destiny Collection Contribution ______________________________________________________ 

To receive full points, you must have contributed 4 original artifacts to the collection and you must have included a description 
in each about why they matter to your group topic. 

        80 Verbal Presentation_________________________________________________________________ 

TOTAL________ 

 

 

Name____________________________
 


